
REMARKS

Claim 4 is pending. Claims 1-3, 5 and 6 are canceled. Claim 4 is amended to more

particularly point out and distinctly claim Applicant's invention. The features present in the

claims as amended are present in the originally filed specification. No new matter is added.

The Invention

In the inspection of solder bumps, the use of a telecentric optical system alone does not

provide successful determination of the bump lieiglit"This"is^rticulafl7^^^ wKicH"

are formed by reflowing solder. This is due to the fact that brightness varies greatly between

bumps depending on the oxidized condition of the bump surface and also depending on the

bump shape.

This tendency is of increased significance with smaller bumps and causes serious

problems when inspecting narrowly-pitched fine bumps as are used in recent semiconductor

devices.

The present invention solves this problem by reflowing solder to impart the bumps with a

substantially hemispherical shape and then coining the top portions of the bumps into a planar

shape before inspection.

This feature of the present invention, which provides bumps with the top portions having

a uniform brightness, enables the bump height to be successfully determined by using a

telecentric optical system.

In particular, the bump inspection method of the present claimed invention also includes

in the processing step a judging stage ofjudging whether the areas of the top portions of the
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bumps are within a predetermined range and judging whether the heights and shapes of the

bumps are within a predetermined range.

35 U.S.C. 103 Rejections

Claim 4 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03 on pages 2 and 3 of the Office Action as being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent 6,133,052 to Ichihara in view of the article by Watanabe entitled

''Telecentric Optics for Focus Analysis". Applicants hereby respectfully traverse the rejection

of the claims.

Applicants submit that the Examiner's proffered combination of references v^ould not

have led one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to arrive at the present

invention as set forth in the amended claims.

U.S. Patent 6,1 33,052 to Ichara is directed to a bump inspection method applicable to

bumps formed on an electrode pad by a wire bonding method. The bumps of the method as

described in col. 1, lines 28 to 32 are stud bumps formed of a two-level projecting shape having

a bump pedestal and bump head. In addition, applicants note that U.S. Patent 6,133,052 to Ichara

does not even show any particular shape for the bumps but only shows a processed image of

such bumps. Therefore, in support of applicants position that the bumps described in the Ichara

reference are entirely different from the bumps of the present invention applicants make

reference to both enclosed Figures 24, 25, 26 and column 3 of U.S. Patent 5,485,949 to Tomura

and Japanese patent publication JP 4-56246 which show bumps formed from wire bonding as

described in the Ichara '052 reference.
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In Figure 2 of Japanese Patent Publication JP 4-56246 and in particular Figure 2(a) of the

document, a bump formed from wire bonding is shown. The bump has a complicated shape

having wide variations in shape which are formed by a wire bonding tool as is described in the

Ichara '052 reference.

Coining is necessary to provide the bumps of the cited Ichara '052 reference with a

uniform height, however coining does not provide bumps with planar top portions having a

uniform shape and area which is essential to performing an inspection of the bumps of the

present invention. It is submitted that because of the wide variation of the original shapes of the

stud bumps formed by wire bonding, the stud bumps will also have a wide variation in the area

of the top portions of the stud bumps. Therefore, it is apphcant's position that merely calculating

or analyzing the area of the top portion of the bumps as stated in the Office Action at the top of

page 3 could not be used to determine the bump height. As stated above, applicants emphasize

that the present claim as amended is directed to a bump inspection method which includes a

processing step ofjudging whether the heights and shapes of the bumps are within a

predetermined range and this feature is not tbund in Ichara '052.

Also, applicants invention is directed to a method for inspecting shapes of a plurality of

bumps on an inspection object wherein the bumps are formed into a substantially hemispherical

shape by reflowing of solder. Applicants submit that the present invention is only feasible with

substantially hemispherical bumps having a planar top portion as set forth in amended claim 4.

In stark contrast to the present invention, Ichara '052 only includes inspection of the

shape and misalignment of the stud bumps which as described above is substantially different

from the claimed method steps of the present invention.
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It is applicant's position that the secondary reference of Watanabe cited in the Office

Action does not provide a teaching, suggestion or motivation for one of ordinary skill to arrive at

the present invention. Applicants also note that Watanabe was cited in the Office Action for the

purpose of allegedly providing a teaching of a telecentric optical system with a parallel pencil of

light.

In summary, applicants invention is directed to an inspection method including shaping

bumps into a substantially hemispherical shape by reflowing of solder, coining the bumps to

form planar top portions, calculating the areas of the top portions, and then judg^ whether the

heights and shapes are within a predetermined range.

Accordingly, applicants hereby request reconsideration and withdrawal of the 35 U.S.C.

103(a) rejections of the claims in the Office Action.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above. Applicants' present invention, as recited in the amended

claims now more clearly and particularly, is patentable. Reconsideration and withdrawal of all

outstanding rejections and objections in this case is hereby respectfully requested.

If further matters remain in comiection with this case, the Examiner is invited to

telephone the Applicant's undersigned representative to resolve them.
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In the event that an additional fee is required with respect to this communication, the

Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees, or credit any overpayment, to Paul &

Paul Deposit Account No. 16-0750.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: September 8, 2004 Derek S. Jessen

Reg. No. 48,213

Paul & Paul

-2900 Two Thousand Market Street

P-hiladelphia,-RA. 1.91.01

(215)568-4900

Order No. 2570
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(57)Abstract;

PURPOSE: To inspect automaticalT/ the dimensions of

^^^fomTof Bufnps"and to^m —
manufacture a bump forming element, which is stable in

quality, at iow cost by a method wherein the bump
forming element is constituted into one provided with a

mschanism for transferrins and positioning a

sBmiponducrtor element within the horizontal plane, an

optical system for imaging the bumps, an image

processing device for performing an extraction from

image output and a central processing device and the

like.

CONSTITUTION- A bump forming element is provided

with a mechanism U transfer and positioning stage) 8 for

transferring and positioning a semiconductor device 6

formed with bump electrodes 7 within the horizontat

pJane, an optical system 9 for ima^injf the electrodes 7,

an image processing device 1 1 for performing an

extraction from image output from the system 9 and a

central processing device 12 and the element is

constituted into one having an inspecting function, which measures the dimensions of the form

of W^e electrodes 7 and compares the measured values with setpoints. For example, a

semiconductor wafer 6 is transferred in directions x, y and ? within the ^ori^ontal plane by a

command from a central processing device 12 and in a state that the wafer 6 is positioned, a

pad part formed with bumps 7 is imaged by a TV camera 9. An image processing device 11 is

provided with functions, such as a dimensional measurement s^nd the like, results measured by
the device 1 1 ere transmitted to the device 12 and are compared with previously set numerial

values and the good or bad of the form of the bumps is decided.
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